
       This Web application is using for car service administration. Flexible logic allows to 
change and supplement application capabilities. The application uses Javascript  (Jquery 
plugin) and  PHP languages, MySQL database. For now the application is approximately 
15% ready and constantly updated. The app is a cloud service, it can be used by any 
number of services  that bought access and any number of employees who have access to
the program with their paid login. 

Form  fields  available  on  the  login  page.  There
“Ident  No”  field  for  Identification  of  the
organization.  “Nicname”  and  “Password”  for
employee  authorization.  For  the  convenience  of
testing in the page form entered user data already.

During authorization, the user gets to the main menu, then he selects the section of the 
application in which he wants to work.

     In  the  menu:  sales  (service  and spare  parts),   product  registration
(procurement of goods and materials to the warehouse), stock (creation and
adjustment  goods and materials data), settings (creation and adjustment
employee identification data, assignment of rights, create or delete strings -
service posts on Timeline, change the operating time  etc.)



The SALES section, the main and most important complex section of the application, is 
currently in development. Clicking on this button opens the list of outfits for the current 
day. In this form, the user can receive a list of visits using a filter. By clicking on the lines 
of the list, you can open the order form  (is not available now). 

Now is possible create  a new order by clicking the button. 

Here the user can record visits in the service. Schedule the time and duration of repairs 
depending on the type of operations performed. This can be done in a timeline by moving 
and resizing block-orders . In the timeline, you can create, change, carry, and delete 
orders. Information about the time, duration of work, the license number of the recorded 
car is available here. First doubleclik on the work field creates a new  block-order with a 
standard duration of 59 minutes on the timeline.  Second  doubleclik on this block opens 
the outfit order form.  



In the next opened window the first tab “New order”of the page contains car data, owner 
data (if required), owner's representative (if required), payer data (if required). For further
work, it is necessary to search for car data in the form. Cost of work and spare parts, 
discounts depend on the specific car. So the data of the car is needed to select packages 
of work and spare parts. You can include work, spare parts for warranty, schedule, etc.

 
It possible in the search to use the customer number 333333. Then you can select one of 
the cars from the table by clicking in the string.

The second “Work sheet” tab is the main tab for work. On the right side are the “Stage”, 
“Works”, “Sparepart” and “ Notes” buttons.  To create blocks, the buttons are dragged 
onto the work field. Blocks can be nested into one another and extracted. Any blocks can 
be placed into the work  field of this tab.  Any other blocks can be mixed into the “Stage” 
block. “Sparepart” block can be placed in the “Stage” , “Works” blocks  or work  field. 
“Notes”, can be placed in any block or  work  field. The “Stage” unit is needed to combine 
work lists and spare parts in one unit at the discretion of the user. You can combine, for 
example, by the type of operations that are performed: warranty, engine repair, body, etc. 



The user can call the “Stage” in advance. Works blocks contain lines in which the user can 
add works, their cost, discounts, etc. This form can be filled in manually or added from the
list. Sparepart blocks contain lines in which the user can add parts, their cost, discounts, 
etc. The form can also be filled in manually or added from the list.



What is done:

User verification,  encryption system,  Data Transfer Interfaces, database structure
Application main menu.
Main menu item "Sales"
Display a list of work orders filter using.  Work orders are displayed in the table at the 
bottom of the page. Open the work order form by double-clicking on the line of the table. 
Searching and clearing by pressing buttons. The “Order data” tab contains personal and 
vehicle information.  On the tab “Worksheet” it's possible add work blocks and spare parts 
on the work field. Blocks can be sorted, added to other blocks, or deleted.  Blocks can be 
combined during in work stages. Note blocks are also added, moved, or deleted. 
What is in the work block. The work type and the name of mechanic are can be selected 
by selection menu in the work block. Lines in the block can be added, removed, cleaned,  
reordered. It's possible search by work code and/or name, view information on the cost of 
work and spare parts in block.
The spare part block contains the same capabilities as the work block. Could also be view 
more information about the spare part by pressing the corresponding  button. Some sort of 
spare parts may be used as preferred. Such parts in the list are marked with a yellow 
label. In the same way, spare parts are grouped when they are similarly assigned with the 
same number labels. In the same way, spare parts are grouped when they are similarly 
labeled with additional identical numbers. This  makes it possible to choose the desired 
one depending on the availability in the warehouse or other need. Red  mark indicates the 
required quantity of spare parts less than the stock quantity.
Main menu item " Planing "
After clicking, the timeline page opens. Lines correspond to work stations. The color of the 
rows can indicate the type of work.  The length of the rows is limited by the running time of 
each post, which can be different. Here, work order blocks can be moved between and 
along the lines, the size of the blocks can be changed according to the duration of the 
proposed repair and the date of recording cars. Double-clicking on the block opens the 
work order. 
Work and spare parts can be added in packages using the accordion menu.
All blocks can be viewed as a simple list at the bottom of the tab “Order data”.


